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Desktop Grid BackgroundDesktop Grid Background

Set of many networkSet of many network--connected computing/storage resourcesconnected computing/storage resources

Resources: heterogeneous & sharedResources: heterogeneous & shared



MotivationMotivation

High computational power at low costHigh computational power at low cost
Reuse existing infrastructure of resourcesReuse existing infrastructure of resources

Successful deployment of highSuccessful deployment of high--throughput, throughput, 
computecompute--intensive applicationsintensive applications

E.g. E.g. SETI@homeSETI@home, , folding@homefolding@home, , fightaids@homefightaids@home

Applications (especially in industry) require Applications (especially in industry) require 
O(hourO(hour) turnaround time) turnaround time



ChallengeChallenge

Support rapid turnaround for applications on Support rapid turnaround for applications on 
volatile desktop gridsvolatile desktop grids

Resources are heterogeneous: e.g. wide range of Resources are heterogeneous: e.g. wide range of 
clock ratesclock rates
Resources shared: unreserved, volatileResources shared: unreserved, volatile

Variable CPU loadVariable CPU load
Variable host availabilityVariable host availability
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Cumulative Task Completion For FCFSCumulative Task Completion For FCFS



Scheduling ProblemScheduling Problem

Scheduler
T tasks:

N hosts
(T ≈ N):

Host ready queue:



OutlineOutline

Simulation MethodSimulation Method
Resource prioritizationResource prioritization
Resource exclusion Resource exclusion 

Using a fixed thresholdUsing a fixed threshold
Via Via makespanmakespan predictionprediction

Task ReplicationTask Replication
SummarySummary



Simulation MethodSimulation Method

Used traceUsed trace--driven simulationdriven simulation
Traces from a real desktop grid Traces from a real desktop grid 
Simulated 3 other representative desktop grid Simulated 3 other representative desktop grid 
platformsplatforms

Homogeneous grid, MultiHomogeneous grid, Multi--cluster grid, and Internet gridcluster grid, and Internet grid

Evaluated heuristics for scheduling shortEvaluated heuristics for scheduling short--lived lived 
applications, varying task size and numberapplications, varying task size and number



Availability TracesAvailability Traces

~230 desktops at the San Diego Supercomputer Center ~230 desktops at the San Diego Supercomputer Center 
(SDSC) running the (SDSC) running the EntropiaEntropia desktop grid softwaredesktop grid software
Submitted infinite workload of tasks to Submitted infinite workload of tasks to EntropiaEntropia

Task continuously computed a mix of floating point/integer Task continuously computed a mix of floating point/integer 
operations and wrote number completed every 10 operations and wrote number completed every 10 secssecs to fileto file
Tasks did not interfere with desktop userTasks did not interfere with desktop user

Obtained traces for a cumulative period of 1Obtained traces for a cumulative period of 1--monthmonth
Observe host and CPU availability exactly as any Observe host and CPU availability exactly as any 
real desktop grid application wouldreal desktop grid application would



Clock Rate DistributionsClock Rate Distributions



Simulated ApplicationsSimulated Applications

Task sizesTask sizes
5, 15, 35 minutes on dedicated 1.5GHz host5, 15, 35 minutes on dedicated 1.5GHz host
Corresponding failure rates of 6.33%, 13.2%, 22%Corresponding failure rates of 6.33%, 13.2%, 22%

Task numberTask number
100, 200, 400 tasks100, 200, 400 tasks

For each task number and size, chose random starting For each task number and size, chose random starting 
points during business hourspoints during business hours

Conducted over 100 experiments per task number and sizeConducted over 100 experiments per task number and size
Performance metric: ratio of Performance metric: ratio of makespanmakespan relative to relative to 
optimaloptimal

Optimal Optimal makespanmakespan computed using omniscient scheduler computed using omniscient scheduler 
with full knowledge of the future through the traceswith full knowledge of the future through the traces
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Resource PrioritizationResource Prioritization

Prioritize hosts in ready queue to use “better” Prioritize hosts in ready queue to use “better” 
hosts earlierhosts earlier
PRIPRI--CRCR

Use clock ratesUse clock rates
PRIPRI--CRCR--WAITWAIT

Use clock rates but wait for fixed period of time (10 Use clock rates but wait for fixed period of time (10 
min)min)

PRIPRI--HISTORYHISTORY
Use expected operations per intervalUse expected operations per interval



Performance on SDSC GridPerformance on SDSC Grid



ConclusionsConclusions

If T >= NIf T >= N
Little benefit of prioritization over FCFSLittle benefit of prioritization over FCFS

FCFS: best hosts are assigned the most tasksFCFS: best hosts are assigned the most tasks
Prioritization when there are far more tasks than hosts or far fPrioritization when there are far more tasks than hosts or far fewer ewer 
tasks than hosts is not beneficialtasks than hosts is not beneficial

Waiting for available hosts decreases performanceWaiting for available hosts decreases performance

If T< NIf T< N
CR works as well as or better than PRICR works as well as or better than PRI--HISTORYHISTORY
Prioritization resulting in exclusion can improve performancePrioritization resulting in exclusion can improve performance

PRIPRI--CR on average 1.65 times better than FCFS for applications with CR on average 1.65 times better than FCFS for applications with 
100 tasks100 tasks
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Resource Exclusion Using Clock Resource Exclusion Using Clock 
RatesRates

Exclude “worse” hosts to avoid slow task Exclude “worse” hosts to avoid slow task 
executionexecution
Use threshold that is someUse threshold that is some standard deviations standard deviations 
below the mean clock ratebelow the mean clock rate

EXCLEXCL--S1.5S1.5
EXCLEXCL--S1S1
EXCLEXCL--S.5S.5
EXCLEXCL--S.25S.25



Performance Using Thresholds on SDSC GridPerformance Using Thresholds on SDSC Grid



Performance Using EXCLPerformance Using EXCL--S.5 on LRIS.5 on LRI--WISC WISC 
GridGrid

~10% worse



ConclusionsConclusions

Resource exclusion can be significantly Resource exclusion can be significantly 
beneficialbeneficial

EXCLEXCL--S.5 is 1.49 times better than FCFS on SDSC S.5 is 1.49 times better than FCFS on SDSC 
gridgrid

Exclusion using a fixed threshold can sometimes Exclusion using a fixed threshold can sometimes 
degrade performance, depending on the degrade performance, depending on the 
distribution of host speedsdistribution of host speeds
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Resource Exclusion Using Predicted Resource Exclusion Using Predicted 
MakespansMakespans

Predict application makespan and exclude those Predict application makespan and exclude those 
resources unable to complete task by projected resources unable to complete task by projected 
completion timecompletion time
To predict makespanTo predict makespan

Compute average operations completed per second (Compute average operations completed per second (r r ))
Optimal execution time = ceil( Optimal execution time = ceil( T T //N N ) * () * (s s //r r ))

where where NN is total number of hosts,is total number of hosts,
TT is number of tasksis number of tasks
ss is task size in operationsis task size in operations

Compared optimal time with predictedCompared optimal time with predicted
Average error over 1400 experiments is 7.0% with a Average error over 1400 experiments is 7.0% with a 
maximum of 10%maximum of 10%



Resource Exclusion Using Predicted Resource Exclusion Using Predicted 
MakespansMakespans

EXCLEXCL--PREDPRED
Compute predicted makespanCompute predicted makespan
Exclude hosts that cannot complete task according Exclude hosts that cannot complete task according 
to its clock rate by predicted to its clock rate by predicted makespanmakespan
After every N tasks are completed, repeatAfter every N tasks are completed, repeat



Performance on SDSC gridPerformance on SDSC grid

~13% worse



Performance on GIMPS grid Performance on GIMPS grid 



Performance on LRIPerformance on LRI--WISC GridWISC Grid

17% better



Performance on Homogeneous GridPerformance on Homogeneous Grid

~12% better



ConclusionsConclusions

Using a Using a makespanmakespan prediction can prevent prediction can prevent 
unnecessary exclusion of useful resourcesunnecessary exclusion of useful resources
Method is susceptible to fluctuation in CPU loadMethod is susceptible to fluctuation in CPU load

Especially with slow hosts in platforms with leftEspecially with slow hosts in platforms with left--
heavy clock rate distributionsheavy clock rate distributions

Advantage of using EXCLAdvantage of using EXCL--PRED clearer when PRED clearer when 
using replicationusing replication
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Task ReplicationTask Replication

Replicate to deal with task failures and Replicate to deal with task failures and 
unpredictably slow hostsunpredictably slow hosts
EXCLEXCL--PREDPRED--DUPDUP

Only replicate tasks when number of ready hosts is Only replicate tasks when number of ready hosts is 
greater than number of tasks to schedulegreater than number of tasks to schedule

EXCLEXCL--PREDPRED--TOTO
Timeout per task occurs if it has not been completed Timeout per task occurs if it has not been completed 
by the predicted makespanby the predicted makespan



Performance with Replication on Performance with Replication on 
SDSC GridSDSC Grid

EXCL-PRED-TO: 
usu. >13% better



ConclusionsConclusions

Replication can improve application Replication can improve application 
performance by masking failures and load performance by masking failures and load 
fluctuationsfluctuations

EXCLEXCL--PREDPRED--TO: factor of 1.7 away from optimal TO: factor of 1.7 away from optimal 
on average and on average 2.15 times better than on average and on average 2.15 times better than 
FCFSFCFS

EXCLEXCL--PREDPRED--TO performs ~1.5 times better TO performs ~1.5 times better 
than EXCLthan EXCL--PREDPRED--DUP for the same amount DUP for the same amount 
of wasteof waste
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SummarySummary

Prioritization alone is usually not beneficialPrioritization alone is usually not beneficial
Using clock rates is an effective criterion for finding Using clock rates is an effective criterion for finding 
good resourcesgood resources
Excluding resources can improve performanceExcluding resources can improve performance

Using a fixed threshold can eliminate useful resourcesUsing a fixed threshold can eliminate useful resources
Using makespan predictions can reduce needless resource Using makespan predictions can reduce needless resource 
exclusion but is susceptible to load fluctuationsexclusion but is susceptible to load fluctuations

Resource exclusion using makespan predictions and Resource exclusion using makespan predictions and 
replication results in replication results in makespansmakespans within a factor of 1.7 within a factor of 1.7 
of optimal and on average 2.15 times better than FCFSof optimal and on average 2.15 times better than FCFS



Current and Future WorkCurrent and Future Work

Implement heuristics in Implement heuristics in XtremwebXtremweb softwaresoftware
Most desktop grid schedulers are geared towards Most desktop grid schedulers are geared towards 
highhigh--throughput applicationsthroughput applications

XtremWebXtremWeb, BOINC, , BOINC, EntropiaEntropia

Evaluate heuristics with task Evaluate heuristics with task checkpointingcheckpointing and and 
process migration enabledprocess migration enabled
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